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Broadband Telecommunications HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2002
THE  BLOCKBUSTER OVERVIEW OF  BROADBAND
Updated and Expanded to Reflect the Latest Technologies!
Whether you’re a “techie” or a business executive, getting a top-to-bottom understanding of broadband – the kind that will pay “real world” dividends at work -- has never been easier! In this...
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Open Source LeadershipPalgrave Macmillan, 2009
'Why do we have so many theories of leadership? Because none of them work very well all of the time. For 70 years we have spewed out content leadership theories. In the new digital world of the twenty-first century we need a new leadership theory. This is it! Open Source Leadership is a process theory ruled by attention, awareness, intention!and,...
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Project Management DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Learn Project Management on time and under budget! "Project Management Demystified" is valuable for both the novice project manager and the experienced. For the novice, it is a great way to understand PM basics in an easy-to-understand and practical way. Personalized stories demonstrate both what to do and what not to do. Experienced...
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Sams Teach Yourself the C# Language in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2003
In just 21 days readers will learn how to use the key features of the C# programming language-not only the commands, but how to create entire programs using them within a few simple chapters.  This book is designed to teach C# from the ground up-each lesson is built to supplement the chapter before to provide a fully rounded understanding of the...
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Broadband Cable Access Networks, Volume 5: The HFC Plant (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
This book focuses on broadband distribution and systems architecture and concentrates on practical concepts that will allow the reader to do their own design, improvement, and troubleshooting work. The objective is to enhance the skill sets of a large population that designs and builds broadband cable plants, as well as those maintaining and...
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Leadership Without Excuses: How to Create Accountability and High-Performance (Instead of Just Talking About It)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	IT’S TIME FOR YOU TO INCREASE EMPLOYEE ACCOUNTABILITY—NO EXCUSES!


	“Very engaging! Grimshaw and Baron provide practical coaching points on how to translate leadership intentions into results.”

	DAVE HILFMAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CONTINENTAL AIRLINES


	“A timely collection...
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Understanding and Reducing Landslide Disaster Risk: Volume 4 Testing, Modeling and Risk Assessment (ICL Contribution to Landslide Disaster Risk Reduction)Springer, 2020

	
		This book is a part of ICL new book series “ICL Contribution to Landslide Disaster Risk Reduction” founded in 2019. Peer-reviewed papers submitted to the Fifth World Landslide Forum were published in six volumes of this book series. This book contains the followings:

	
		• Five keynote lectures

	...
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Evaluating Information Systems: Public and Private SectorButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Companies make a huge investment of 4 to 10% of their turnover on IT - this book reveals how this is evaluated and measured.     

       The adoption of Information Technology (IT) and Information Systems (IS) represents significant financial investments, with alternative perspectives to the evaluation domain coming from both the public...
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Services and Business Computing Solutions With Xml: Applications for Quality Management and Best ProcessesInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Commercial systems built today are increasingly using XML technologies for storing any amount of text or data.
  Services and Business Computing Solutions with XML: Applications for Quality Management and Best Processes collects the latest research for academicians and practitioners that describes the use and synergy between...
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Mastering Microsoft Dynamics 365 ImplementationsSybex, 2021

	
		Confidently shepherd your organization’s implementation of Microsoft Dynamics 365 to a successful conclusion 

	
		In Mastering Microsoft Dynamics 365 Implementations, accomplished executive, project manager, and author Eric Newell delivers a holistic,...
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Making Use of JavaScriptJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn how to spice up your Web site by mastering the power of JavaScript to create interactive Web pages
In order to create highly dynamic and interactive Web sites, more and more companies are hiring experts to incorporate scripting languages. JavaScript is one such language that while easy to master, enables you to add new life to the Web....
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E-Commerce Security: Advice from Experts (IT Solutions series)Cybertech Publishing, 2004
The e-commerce revolution has allowed many organizations around the world to become more effective and efficient in managing their resources. Through the use of e-commerce many businesses can now cut the cost of doing business with their customers in a speed that could only be imagined a decade ago. However, doing business on the Internet has...
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